ProBase Floor Maintenance

After Installation of the Floor

- Maintain room temperature at 65 degrees Fahrenheit for 48 hours after installation is completed.
- You may hear some popping or creaking of floor, this is common for a hardwood floor adjusting to the temperature and humidity. It should take a few days to dissipate.

Protection for your Floor

- When moving appliances or heavy furniture, lay a plywood panel on your floor and "walk" the item across it. This protects your floor from scuffing and tears.
- Use Floor Protectors on furniture to reduce indentation
- Be careful with rolling casters. They can damage the floor.

General Maintenance
Wipe up spills immediately. Vacuum, sweep or dust mop your hardwood floor once a week, or more, if needed. The vacuum head must be brush or felt, and a wand attachment is preferable.

As for daily cleaning and maintenance.

- Remove dust and sharp dirt regularly with dust wiper and/or vacuum cleaner.
- Always avoid the use of excessive water / moisture.

***Always follow manufactures written instructions for floor maintenance***